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In this paper, we provide experimental evidence of the effects of unintentional p-type doping on the
performance and the apparent recombination dynamics of bulk-heterojunction solar cells. By
supporting these experimental observations with drift-diffusion simulations on two batches of the
same efficient polymer-fullerene solar cells with substantially different doping levels and at different
thicknesses, we investigate the way the presence of doping affects the interpretation of optoelectronic
measurements of recombination and charge transport in organic solar cells. We also present
experimental evidence on how unintentional doping can lead to excessively high apparent reaction
orders. Our work suggests first that the knowledge of the level of dopants is essential in the studies of
recombination dynamics and carrier transport and that unintentional doping levels need to be reduced
below approximately 7 × 1015 cm−3 for full optimization around the second interference maximum of
highly efficient polymer-fullerene solar cells.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.5.011032 Subject Areas: Chemical Physics,
Semiconductor Physics
I. INTRODUCTION
Solution-processed organic solar cells, such as those
based upon polymer-fullerene blends, represent one poten-
tial technological route to help taking up the challenges
presented by climate change and energy equity. There is
currently extensive research on the design and synthesis
of low-band-gap semiconducting polymers to enhance the
efficiency of such solar cells [1], and many families of
polymers and synthesis routes are currently being explored
[2–8]. In this paper, we focus upon one polymer design
parameter that has received relatively little attention in such
research to date—namely, the impact of chemical doping.
Doping is widely employed as one of the key design
parameters in inorganic semiconductors to control the
device electrostatics and carrier densities such that a
desired functionality is achieved; it is, for example, used
to generate directionally the electric field that separates
photogenerated charges in p-n homojunction diodes used
for inorganic photovoltaic devices [9,10]. In contrast, in
solution-processed organic solar cells, a built-in electric
field is typically generated by appropriate contact materials
like a low work-function metal and a transparent and
conductive oxide or organic hole conductor. The electrode
selectivity may be enhanced using interlayers. These
electric fields drive photogenerated charges to the required
device electrodes, with the initial charge separation being
primarily a process at a molecular level driven by a
difference in the electronic energy levels of the donor
and acceptor components of the photoactive layer.
Molecular doping has been employed in such devices to
enhance the performance of electron- and hole-collection
layers and is generally perceived as beneficial in these
layers [11–14]. However, doping in the photoactive layer of
organic solar cells has received relatively little attention to
date. Such doping is nearly always unintentional [15–22]
but has been shown to have a potentially large influence on
the distribution of electric fields in the device [23,24].
Understanding how device performance and, in particular,
charge-carrier transport and recombination dynamics
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respond to changes in electric field distribution resulting
from inadvertent photoactive-layer doping is therefore a
key consideration, both with regard to the synthetic and
purification strategies employed to control such doping
levels and its impact on the choice of device architecture for
optimum solar-cell performance.
In this paper, we present experimental data on organic solar
cells fabricated using twobatches of nominally the samedonor
polymer (poly[[2,5-bis(2-octyldodecyl)-2,3,5,6-tetrahydro-
3,6-dioxopyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-diyl]-alt-[[2,2’-(2,5-
thiophene)bis-thieno[3,2-b]thiophen]-5,5’-diyl]]) (DPP-TT-T)
that show substantially different levels of doping as
measured by capacitance measurements. DPP-TT-T is a
low-band-gap DPP polymer that has been synthesized by
microwave Stille coupling; the synthesis route is described
by Ref. [25]. When blended with 6,6-phenyl C71-butyric
acidmethyl ester (PC71BM),DPP-TT-T-based devices show
promising device performances [26]. The differences in
average molecular weight in number, in weight, and poly-
dispersity can be found in Sec. V, along with details of
materials and device fabrication. Polymer purification has
previously been empirically shown to have a significant
impact on the device performance [27–32]. We use current-
voltage curves, light-intensity-dependent photocurrent, and
charge-extraction (CE)measurements to study the influence
of doping on device performance, the thickness dependence
of device behavior, and the interpretation of transient
photocurrent (TPC) and photovoltage (TPV)measurements.
To interpret the experimental observations, we use numeri-
cal drift-diffusion simulations that incorporate the effect of
doping on the electrostatics of the device.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND, DEPLETION
ZONE, AND CHARGE COLLECTION
IN ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS
In most models of organic solar cells [33–43], the
photoactive-layer acceptor-donor blend sandwiched between
two electrodes is considered as an intrinsic semiconductor,
with the band profile linearly varying at equilibrium. Such
models include the assumption that the depth of the
depletion layer formed by contacting the photoactive layer
with the electrodes of the device is much greater than the
photoactive-layer thickness, resulting in a position-inde-
pendent electric field within the device. To illustrate
the influence of doping on the electric field distribution
in such solar cells, we calculate band diagrams (at 0-V
applied bias in the dark) for devices with low and high
doping, as shown in Fig. 1, representative of the doping
levels measured experimentally below for devices fabri-
cated with the two batches of DPP-TT-T. These band
diagrams are calculated using device simulations with
advanced semiconductor analysis (ASA). A detailed
description of the simulations is provided in
Refs. [44,45] and in the Supplemental Material [46,47].
Figure 1(a) shows the case of a low, p-type doping density
(1.5 × 1016 cm−3), leading to a relatively homogeneous
electric field as a function of position in this example of an
active-layer thickness of 150 nm. In the case of a higher
(p-type) doping concentration (7 × 1016 cm−3), Fig. 1(b)
shows that the electric field is distributed such that it is
high close to the cathode and much lower further away
from that electrode. This inhomogeneity of the electric
field within the active layer occurs because the width of
the space-charge region
w ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ε0εrðVBI − VÞ
qNA
s
ð1Þ
is much lower than the active-layer thickness. Here,
ϵrϵ0 is the total permittivity of the active material, q
the elementary charge, VBI the built-in potential and V
the applied voltage across the two electrodes, and NA the
doping density. In the doped device, charge-carrier
collection can be expected to be efficient at short circuit
within the approximately 60-nm-thick space-charge layer
near the cathode. However, for the 90 nm closest to the
anode, the electric field is relatively low, and the film is
not depleted, such that the minority carriers (electrons)
have to diffuse to the edge of the space-charge region
(SCR) at x ¼ 90 nm while in the presence of a large
concentration of holes, which can be expected to result in
FIG. 1. Simulated band diagram obtained with advanced
semiconductor analysis in the dark at short circuit for 150-nm-
thick active-layer devices at two p-type doping levels:
(a) 1.5 × 1016 cm−3 and (b) 7 × 1016 cm−3. The devices are
illuminated from the glass and ITO at position 0. Although the
undoped device is still fully depleted at 150 nm, in the doped
version, the strong electric field (dash-dotted lines) will develop
only over a part of the total active-layer thickness.
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a poor collection efficiency. In contrast, if the doping is
low enough that the width of the space-charge region is
comparable to the active-layer thickness, as shown in
Fig. 1(a), the active layer will be fully depleted, allowing
efficient charge collection. These simulations of band
diagrams show that the active layer can be partially
depleted at short circuit even at thicknesses commonly
used for standard device fabrication at accessible doping
levels (e.g., d ¼ 150 nm and NA ¼ 7 × 1016 cm−3). The
results are consistent with previous modeling work
[23,24] and with our recent comparison of the photo-
current-generation efficiency between inverted and con-
ventional configuration devices employing a doped
photoactive layer [48]. The rest of the paper addresses
the impact of inherent doping levels on the optimization
of carrier transport and the interpretation of measure-
ments of nongeminate recombination in devices.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here, we show that even without the deliberate addition
of molecular dopants, the level of doping in typical polymer
batches can vary by over an order of magnitude and can
have a large impact on fundamental optoelectronic proper-
ties of the device.
A. Mott-Schottky analysis of material doping
Mott-Schottky analysis using impedance measurements
is used to access the apparent doping levels of DPP-TT-T−
PC71BM solar cells fabricated using the two different
batches of DPP-TT-T employed in this study, following
procedures detailed previously [49–54]. The capacitance is
varied by the change in space-charge layer w controlled
by the dc applied bias following the relation C ¼ ε0εrA=w.
Nevertheless, the space-charge layer w is linked to the
apparent doping level NA by the definition of the space-
charge region as stated above in Eq. (1). Consequently, the
level of doping at the distance x ¼ ϵrϵ0A=C from the
junction (which in the case of conventional p-type doping
is on the cathode side) can be deduced from the gradient of
the C−2 function of applied bias V according to
C−2 ¼ 2ðVBI − VÞ
qε0εrA2NA
: ð2Þ
Figure 2(a) shows the results of such analyses, using
capacitance-voltage measurements at 1 kHz over the range
[−3; þ1] V. The data presented here correspond to a
160-nm-thick device for the undoped case and a 390-nm
device for the doped case. These data yield apparent doping
levels of approximately 1.5 × 1016 cm−3 (solid triangles) for
the first batch (labeled in what follows undoped DPP-TT-Tu)
to approximately 7–9 × 1016 cm−3 (open squares) for the
second batch (labeled doped DPP-TT-Td). These measure-
ments are conducted multiple times on each device;
the apparent doping values stay constant to within
13% over a month for the same device. Previous work
on p-conjugated polymers reported apparent doping levels
ranging from 1014 to 1017 cm−3 [15,17,21,24,55,56].
Mott-Schottky analysis cannot determine the type of
doping. Nevertheless, as will be developed below, the
behavior of the doped devices leads us to conclude that
in our case, the doping is p type. Here, assuming a
homogenous distribution of dopants NA, these doping sites
would on average be spaced by Nð−1=3ÞA ≈ 25 nm in the
doped batch. These two systems DPP-TT-Tu and
DPP-TT-Td are ideal for the experimental study of the
effects of doping and will be the reference systems for the
rest of the paper referred to hereafter as “undoped” and
“doped” devices.
B. Device current-voltage performance as a function
of DPP-TT-T − PC71BM layer thickness
As detailed in the theory section above, doping is
expected to impact particularly on the space-charge-layer
widthw of the device and therefore upon device performance
as a function of photoactive-layer thickness. To study the
influence of doping experimentally, devices are fabricated as
a function of photoactive-layer thickness with a conventional
FIG. 2. (a) Mott-Schottky plot in the dark at 1 kHz for two thick
devices of undoped DPP-TT-Tu − PC71BM (solid triangles) and
doped DPP-TT-Td − P71BM (open squares). The capacitance is
inversely proportional to the space-charge-layer thickness that is
controlled by the applied bias. Nevertheless, the space-charge
layer is also governed by the doping level. (b) The gradient of the
C−2 function of V is inversely proportional to the apparent doping
level NA. There are strong variations of the level of unintentional
doping in our system.
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architecture indium tin oxide ðITOÞ=PEDOT −
PSS=DPP-TT-T − PC71BMð1∶2w=wÞ=Ca=Al using the
two different batches. The protocol to make the devices
follows that in Ref. [25], and more details are presented in
Sec. V. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) present the current-voltage
responses under air mass (AM)1.5-G illumination (solid
lines) and in the dark (dashed lines) for both thickness series
using DPP-TT-Tu − PC71BM (NA ≈ 1.5 × 1016 cm−3) and
DPP-TT-Td − PC71BM (NA ≈ 8 × 1016 cm−3). The perfor-
mances of the presented devices are summarized in Table
SI in the Supplemental Material [46]. Although the thin
devices of both the doped and undoped series generally
show a good performance, in particular, with high fill factors
(58% and 62% for the doped and undoped devices,
respectively) indicative of efficient charge-carrier collection,
the trends observed with increasing thickness are signifi-
cantly different.
Figure 3(a) shows a strongly voltage-dependent
current density under illumination and therefore a volt-
age-dependent charge-carrier collection in the devices with
low doping concentration. This voltage dependence of the
efficiency of charge collection becomes stronger with
increasing thickness. This typical drop of FF and to a
lesser degree JSC with increasing device thickness has
already been reported in different systems like in
Refs. [57–59] and addressed in Refs. [24,38,60–67].
Here, the impact of nongeminate recombination on the
fill factor is further supported by the successful predictions
of open-circuit voltages and current-density-voltage
responses at different light levels on thin fully depleted
devices by applying the methodology explained elsewhere
based on transient photovoltage and charge-extraction
analyses [43,68]. The results can be found in the
Supplemental Material, Figs. S1 and S2 [46], and assume,
in particular, a negligible loss in the fourth quadrant due to
field-dependent generation for this blend ratio [43,68,69].
We now consider the extent to which these experimental
data are consistent with the simple device model presented
in Sec. II. Charge collection for the undoped thickness
series can be understood using the band diagram presented
in Fig. 1(a). Because of a low doping level, the simulated
band diagram is fully depleted and the electric field is
relatively uniform and strong at short circuit. Toward
forward bias, the electric field would decrease, resulting
in strong voltage-dependent charge-collection losses. With
increasing thickness, the electric field is reduced, collection
competes less effectively with recombination, and the fill
factor is decreased substantially. The JSC is also reduced,
although to a lesser degree, as the electric field at short
circuit is for all thicknesses larger than the electric field at
the maximum power point. The behavior shown in Fig. 3(a)
is characteristic of an insufficiently high-mobility-lifetime
product. In the case of fully depleted solar cells, the ratio
of the so-called drift length Ldrift ≈ ν × τ ≈ μE × τ ≈
μðVBI=dÞ × τ to the thickness controls the charge-
collection efficiency. At a given built-in voltage VBI, the
ratio Ldrift=d decreases with d2, thereby leading to the
strong thickness dependence of the fill factor observed.
Overall, the performance degradation will eventually be the
result of the combined consequences of interference effects
within the active layer and the competition between carrier
collection and recombination dynamics.
In contrast, in the case of doped devices presented in
Fig. 3(b), the fill factor stays high while the short-circuit
current decreases significantly. Consequently, although the
power-conversion efficiencies of the two series are decreas-
ing with thickness, the decrease of the overall performance
of the doped series is more substantial due to this large drop
in JSC. In the doped case, the behavior in thickness shown
in Fig. 3(b) can be rationalized using the band diagram
FIG. 3. Experimental AM1.5 (solid lines) and dark (dashed
lines) J-V curves at increasing thicknesses for the two batches
with different doping levels (a) DPP-TT-Tu − PC71BM
(NA ≈ 1.5 × 1016 cm−3) at 60-, 160-, 350-, and 375-nm thickness
and (b) DPP-TT-Td − PC71BM (NA ≈ 8 × 1016 cm−3) at 75-,
81-, 160-, and 390-nm thickness. The y-axis error bars corre-
spond to the standard deviations measured on at least four pixels.
The concept of the insufficient mobility-lifetime product behind
the typical degradation of the carrier transport with thickness
as observed in (a) cannot explain the behavior of the doped
counterparts shown in (b) that have higher fill factor at compar-
ative thicknesses.
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presented in Fig. 1(b). For doping levels on the order of
NA ≈ 7 × 1016 cm−3, we estimate the width of the space-
charge region to be approximately 70–80 nm by applying
the definition given by Eq. (1). In this second case, the
field-assisted collection only happens partially through the
active layer, as pictured in Fig. 1(b). Here, the common way
of understanding charge collection explained earlier based
on the drift length throughout the entire active layer is not
correct since the drift current of the minority carrier is
negligible in the neutral region. Most charge carriers that
contribute to the photocurrent are generated in the small
space-charge region, whose width is fixed by the doping
level and does not change with active-layer thickness.
Thus, the short-circuit current density will be reduced with
thickness as less light is absorbed in the space-charge
region, but the FF will stay rather constant as the width of
the space-charge region does not change and the diffusion
of carriers generated out of the space-charge region is not
voltage dependent. Although the concentration of holes as
majority carriers will not be affected by recombination, the
neutral zone has a finite conductivity controlled by hole
concentration and hole mobility that will affect the internal
series resistance of the device, and thus a slight decrease
of fill factor with thickness can be observed in this series.
We note that even with a density of dopants on the order
of NA ≈ 1.5 × 1016 cm−3, the width of the space-charge
region becomes smaller than the device thickness, resulting
in additional JSC losses beyond 150 nm. Nevertheless, the
fill factor of these low-doping-level devices has already
substantially degraded before the active-layer thickness
starts to be partially depleted.
It can be concluded that the different thickness depend-
encies of the experimental J-V data for our doped and
undoped devices are consistent with our device model. We
now go on to consider the impact of doping on device
performance in more detail.
C. Thickness dependence of the short-circuit current
The measured increase in absorbance with thickness
is shown in Fig. 4(a) for thin films of the doped blend.
This increase in light absorption with thickness is in clear
contrast with the decrease in JSC over the thickness range
(see Fig. 3) and indicative of increased collection losses
with device thickness. A more quantitative analysis of light
absorption in the devices requires consideration of optical
interference effects. Shifts in interference pattern as a
function of active-layer thickness affect the amount of
light generated in the space-charge region (where charge
collection is more efficient). As such, optical modeling is
employed to calculate the charge-generation rate Gx as a
function of active-layer thickness. Figure 4(b) shows the
integrated generation rate G within the space-charge zone
at different thicknesses based on a simple matrix-transfer
algorithm using nk data measured with ellipsometry on an
equivalent blend film and shown in the Supplemental
FIG. 4. (a) UV-vis spectra showing the absorbance between
350 and 950 nm of a thickness series of DPP-TT-T − PC71BM
devices in conventional architecture with a high doping level
(NA ≈ 1 × 1017 cm−3, from a previous batch). (b) Averaged gen-
eration rateGx calculated by the matrix-modeling technique within
the space-charge region wdoped (open circles) at different active-
layer total thicknesses for the doped (NA ≈ 7–8 × 1016 cm−3)
batch. The measured short-circuit current JSC (solid circles) for
doped devices at the same thickness is shown. The Y error bar
corresponds to the standard deviation measured on at least four
pixels and x error bars to the uncertainty on the measurements of
the thickness of the active layer. (c) Corrected photocurrent Jph ¼
Jlight − Jdark for two DPP-TT-T − PC71BM devices of approx-
imately the same thickness (approximately 375 nm) at two
different doping levels (open square NA ¼ 7 × 1016 cm−3 and
solid sphere NA ¼ 1 × 1016 cm−3).
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Material, Figs. S3–S5 [46]. These calculations yield a
continuous decrease of JSC with active-layer thickness in
the case of high p-type doping level (open circles) and are
in quantitative agreement with our experimentally observed
decrease in short-circuit current densities with thickness
for the series of doped devices (filled circles). To further
support the hypothesis that the loss of the extra carriers
photogenerated in greater active-layer thicknesses in doped
and undoped batches has different fundamental origins,
the corrected photocurrent JphðVÞ ¼ JlightðVÞ − JdarkðVÞ is
measured to explore the responses of doped and undoped
devices from forward to reverse bias. The device thick-
nesses are both measured to be approximately 375 nm (spin
speed 300 rpm). Figure 4(c) shows the obtained corrected
photocurrents for the doped (open squares) and the
undoped (solid spheres) devices. The obtained values in
far reverse bias [−30; −25] V are substantially superior to
their short-circuit currents even in the case of the doped
device and very similar between the two doping levels. The
values of corrected photocurrents obtained at far reverse
bias converge toward the JSC values predicted assuming
perfect collection [“perfect collection” synonymous of
100% internal quantum efficiency (IQE)], calculated using
the matrix-modeling technique (see the Supplemental
Material, Fig. S3 [46]). According to Eq. (1), the width
of the space-charge region increases with negative bias and
the increase in electric field leads to longer drift lengths
Ldrift at a given μτ product and therefore better collection. In
the case of the undoped device, which is much more
depleted than the doped one at 0 V, the sweep in reverse
bias will continuously increase the collection efficiency
with increasing negative bias. In the case of the doped
device, this increase will be much slower, as initially only
the width of the space-charge region will increase while
most of the device is still field neutral. Only once the doped
device is fully depleted will it approach the same level of
photocurrent as the undoped device.
This observation is crucial for device optimization, as
it shows that although a promising organic photovoltaic
material might show very good transport properties, trying
to optimize the device toward the second interference
maximum to obtain higher short-circuit current is doomed
to failure if the material happens to be unintentionally
doped. This observation confirms that unintentional doping
will be overall detrimental even if thin devices show
relatively well-balanced transport, as explained in
Ref. [23]. However, the modeling study in the previous
reference also shows that doping can be beneficial for thin
devices if the carrier mobilities were initially asymmetric.
Here, we measure the effective drift mobility of thin (fully
depleted) undoped DPP-TT-Tu − PC71BM and doped
DPP-TT-Td − PC71BM devices using charge extraction
at short circuit following the method previously used in
Ref. [70]. The effective drift mobilities obtained are
represented in the Supplemental Material, Fig. S6
[46,70]. Both effective drift mobilities are at 1.2 × 10−4
3 × 10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1. This measurement suggests that the
observed differences in current-voltage curves are not due
to differences in mobilities between the two batches.
Furthermore, one assay of the relevance of nongeminate
recombination at short circuit is the analysis of the linearity
of JSC as a function of illumination level Φ. Indeed, it has
been well established that the short-circuit current in
polymer-fullerene solar cells tends to show a power law
of type JSC ∝ Φα with α ⪯ 1; the sublinearity of JSC with
illumination has been interpreted as a consequence of
the development of higher-order carrier-loss processes at
short circuit [60,62,71–75]. Figures 5(a)–5(d) present
d lnðJSCÞ=d lnðΦÞ at different illumination levels as
obtained experimentally and from simulation correspond-
ing to a low doping level. The list of parameters used
for these simulations can be found in the Supplemental
Material, Table SII [46]. In the undoped case, the linearity
of the short-circuit current is a correct assay of the
degradation of carrier transport under short-circuit con-
ditions. The higher linearity of JSC for the thin undoped
device compared with a thicker undoped device is indeed
an indication of less bimolecular recombination at short
circuit. This degradation of the linearity of JSC with light
can be observed in other undoped systems like a PCDTBT:
PC71BM thickness series shown in the Supplemental
Material, Fig. S7 [46]. However, we find experimentally
that the trend is not followed in the thickness series of the
doped devices, as presented in Fig. 5(b). In this case, the
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FIG. 5. Linearity of the short-circuit current JSC with illumi-
nation at different thicknesses for DPP-TT-T − PC71BM devices
with a low level of doping [(a) experimental and (c) simulation]
and a high level of doping [(b) experimental and (d) simulation].
The loss of linearity is compatible with the second-order loss
process. However, the linearity does not appear to be degraded in
the doped thickness series while there is substantial nongeminate
recombination within the neutral region.
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linearity of JSC stays high even for devices as thick as
350 nm, where the space-charge layer is thinner than the
thickness of the absorber layer. Here, the substantial
number of minority carriers generated outside of the
space-charge region, which recombine with the excess of
holes, is not translated into the degradation of the linearity
of JSC, which is composed mostly of the carriers generated
within the space-charge region whose thickness is fixed by
the high doping level. The absence of degradation of the
linearity of JSC with light is because the recombination of
minority carriers within the neutral region occurs with a
large excess of holes, therefore is pseudo-first-order, and
consequently would not affect how JSC scales with illumi-
nation. This change in behavior is captured in the simu-
lation when the doping level is increased from 1.5 × 1016 to
8 × 1016 cm−3 and higher. (All other parameters are kept
constant.) These data clearly show that a device with a
relatively high fill factor and a very linear response of the
short-circuit current with light intensity is not necessarily
immune to major losses of photogenerated carriers if the
width of the space-charge layer is smaller than the device
thickness.
D. Impact of doping on the apparent reaction
order of recombination
Many publications show the importance of nongeminate
recombination in optimized organic solar cells [43,65,
76–80]. In particular, attention is paid to the changes in
apparent reaction order, which have been suggested to
be indicative of changes in recombination mechanism
[43,56,76,81–83]. In our study, the presence of p-type
doping may significantly impact upon the charge densities
involved in nongeminate recombination, especially at low
light and voltage biases. Electrons will mostly originate
from photon absorption while the holes originate from a
combination of the ionization of p-type dopants and
photogeneration. Here, charge extraction and transient
photovoltage and photocurrent have been measured on
the two thickness series. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) present
experimental raw charge-extraction data at open circuit for
the doped and undoped thickness series of DPP-TT-T−
PC71BM and show how they radically differ depending on
the doping level. By collecting charges at 0 V, the method is
sensitive to excess carriers, which are swept out under
short-circuit conditions and will therefore miss the carriers
photogenerated in the neutral region. Furthermore, since
charge extraction measures the excess charge carriers
relative to short circuit in the dark, the charge extraction
will not see the holes created by the ionization of the p-type
dopants. Usually, charge-extraction data are corrected for
the geometrical capacitance of the sample to distinguish the
photogenerated charge carriers in the active layer from
the effect of the electrodes. The correction for geometric
capacitance in our case would be inappropriate if the
space-charge region is thinner than the total active-layer
thickness. As the correction for geometrical concentration
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FIG. 6. Charge extraction at open circuit and TPV lifetimes for DPP-TT-T − PC71BM devices. Raw charges at open circuit extracted
under short-circuit bias for different thicknesses for (a) low-level doping and (b) high-level doping. The way extracted excess carriers
scale with light intensity is radically different depending on the doping level. TPV lifetime at different open-circuit voltages and
thicknesses for (c) the low-level doping and (d) the high-level doping.
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becomes meaningless in devices with substantial doping,
only raw excess carrier concentrations are shown. In the
low-doping-level case where collection is made throughout
the whole active layer, these experimental observations
confirm the predictions of Ref. [45], where at high thick-
ness the change in spatially averaged excess carriers with
voltage is higher than in the thin devices where the spatial
distribution of carriers is more heterogeneous. If the excess
carrier concentration follows an exponential dependence on
voltage according to
Δn ¼ Δn0 exp

qVOC
mkBT

; ð3Þ
it becomes apparent that in the first case in Fig. 6(a), m is
decreasing with thickness while the spatial distribution
of excess carriers becomes more homogenous. This trend
has been experimentally observed as well for polymers
with low doping levels such as thieno[3,4-b]thiophene/
benzodithiophene (PTB7): PC71BM and poly[N-11”-
henicosanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4’,7’-di-2-thienyl-2’,1’3’-
benzothiadiazole)](PCDTBT): PC71BM devices at different
thicknesses as shown in the Supplemental Material, Figs. S8
and S9 [46]. On the other hand, in the doped case shown in
Fig. 6(b), all the devices presented here actually have the same
effective space-charge-layer width (approximately 70 nm).
Theway the excess carriers scalewith voltage is weak, similar
to thinundopeddevices.Hardlyanychange inm isobserved in
the series of charge-extraction data at open circuit for all
the doped (partially depleted) devices since the charge-
extractionmethod is sensitive to excess carriers that only exist
in the space-charge region (fixed by the high doping level). In
the neutral region, the concentration of holes is mostly
governed by the dopants, i.e., invariant with illumination.
Furthermore, for the reason given above, collection
is only efficient for carriers generated in the space-charge
region, so the charge extraction would not see the excess
carriers in the neutral region anyway. Therefore, the data
obtainedwouldnot be expected to changewith the total active-
layer thickness, as observed experimentally.
In addition to the impact of doping upon extracted charge
densities, doping also impacts upon the thickness depend-
ence of observed TPV lifetimes, as shown in Figs. 6(c)
and 6(d). The influence of doping was observed in different
repeats of the same experiment, with, for example, more
results being presented in the Supplemental Material,
Fig. S10 [46], on a doped thickness series of DPP-TT-T−
PC71BM devices from previous batches. While the TPV
lifetime versus VOC in Fig. 6(c) changes with thickness at
low doping level, no change is observed for all the doped
devices presented in Fig. 6(d). (One monoexponential is
necessary to fit the small perturbation lifetimes as a
function of VOC.) At open circuit, recombination via traps
is typically largest in the space-charge region, where
electron and hole concentrations are roughly equal. This
fact is confirmed by the fact that even in the doped systems
the lifetime is still a monotonously decreasing function of
open-circuit voltage and not just a constant as expected if
recombination were dominating in the neutral zone. In this
case, the space-charge region dominates the lifetime. Since
the doping keeps the width of the space-charge region
constant as a function of total active-layer thickness, the
TPV lifetime does not change appreciably with device
thickness in the doped series. In this case, if the TPV
lifetime has the following form
τΔn ¼ τΔn0 exp

−qVOC
ϑkBT

; ð4Þ
ϑ has a value of 1.73 0.04, according to Fig. 6(d).
Consequently, given how insensitive the charge-extraction
data and the small perturbation lifetimes are regarding the
thickness of doped devices and then how strongly the dark
charges are involved in bulk nongeminate recombination,
the apparent reaction orders of doped devices (which
usually describe how the recombination rate scales empiri-
cally with the carrier density dn=dt ¼ R ∝ nCE=τ ∝ nδ as
calculated according to Ref. [43]) are excessively high
(here, δ ≈ 5) and are not a consequence of a different
recombination mechanism but rather a result of the short
width of the space-charge-layer depth. We have shown
previously that for undoped devices, thin active-layer
thicknesses can give anomalously high apparent recombi-
nation orders due to spatial inhomogeneity of the
charge-carrier distributions [45,84]. This interpretation is
consistent with our observation that the reaction order does
not change with the total active-layer thickness since the
effective layer of absorber, coinciding with the width of the
space-charge region, is fixed by the doping level.
Figure 7 presents the calculated apparent reaction order
of doped devices at two different thicknesses, namely, 75
and 350 nm. For these doped devices, the width of the
space-charge region is assessed to be approximately 70 nm.
While the spatial distribution of carriers changes substan-
tially when the total active-layer thickness increases from
75 to 350 nm, the apparent reaction order does not change
at all. Obviously, the effective active layer in a 350-nm
device is actually much reduced. If the apparent recombi-
nation rate is calculated with the width of the space-charge
region instead of the total active-layer thickness, the
obtained krec coincides with that of the thin 75-nm device,
in strong confirmation of the predictions of our device
model. This observation highlights how similar the effects
of the doping level and thin active layers are on the apparent
recombination dynamics [84]. The data presented herein
provide experimental evidence for the effect of uninten-
tional doping of bulk-heterojunction solar cells on apparent
carrier lifetimes, charge-extraction measurements, and
reaction orders in polymer-fullerene solar cells. These
experiments confirm the predictions from drift-diffusion
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modeling presented in Ref. [45]. In consequence, it
becomes clear that the knowledge of the doping level is
essential when investigating the recombination dynamics
of bulk-heterojunction solar cells experimentally or via
simulations.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, we discuss how the level of doping sites
in the active layer affects the performance and apparent
recombination dynamics of polymer-fullerene solar cells.
In the case of high doping levels, we see that charge
transport is strongly affected due to band bending at short
circuit, which only allows efficient carrier collection within
the space-charge layer whose thickness is constrained
by the density of the dopants. Consequently, the highest
optimal thickness of the active layer is limited by the
intrinsic doping level and not just by the ability of the blend
to transport carriers, which means that the efforts of
molecular design aiming at fast charge mobilities as well
as the potential of light absorption of the active material
could be wasted. We emphasize in this study that although
the origin of doping in organic materials might be diverse,
the awareness of the doping level from molecular synthesis
to final device fabrication is crucial to make the most of the
potential of every material proposed to attempt to push the
overall performance of organic solar cells over 10% power-
conversion efficiency. This work shows that for a doping
level as high as 7–8 × 1016 cm−3 and beyond, the usual
way of understanding device collection and recombination
dynamics in organic bulk-heterojunction solar cells is
challenged. Because of the fact that n-type doping will
have similar effects to p-type doping in the vicinity of the
other electrode, the results presented here are likely to be
relevant for a wide range of organic bulk-heterojunction
blends independent of their general architecture. It appears
clear that the key for improving the performance of the
blends will be (i) first and foremost to control or find
methods to decrease the unintentional doping level so
that the active layer is still fully depleted at the second
interference maximum around 200–250 nm. This require-
ment can be ensured by increasing the relative permittivity
or decreasing the doping level to values ¼ 6–7 ×
1015 cm−3 (see the Supplemental Material, Fig. S11
[46]). (ii) Once (i) is fulfilled, one of the main targets
would be to obtain materials and nanomorphologies that
enable a sufficient mobility-lifetime product up to the
second interference maximum while maintaining a sub-
stantial quenching of the excitons for photogeneration.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials anddevice fabrication.—More details about the
purification process can be found in Ref. [27]. DPP-TT-Td
(with number-average molecular weight Mn ¼ 11 kDa,
weight-average molecular weight Mw ¼ 69 kDa, and
a polydispersity index PDI ¼ Mw=Mn ¼ 6.2) and
DPP-TT-Tu (Mn¼ 24 kDa,Mw ¼ 89 kDa, and PDI ¼ 3.7)
based solar cells are made with the conventional architec-
ture ITO=PEDOT − PSS=DPP-TT-T − PC71BM=Ca=Al.
The solution uses DPP-TT-T [25] and PC71BM
(Solenne) blended in a 1∶2 blend ratio in 4∶1 chloro-
form/o-dichlorobenzene leading to a final concentration of
15 mg=mL. The solvents used were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. The solutions are prepared 24 h prior to
spin coating and kept stirring at room temperature in a
sealed environment. ITO patterned on a glass substrate
(Psiotech) are all precleaned with isopropanol and acetone,
dried under nitrogen, and further cleaned by plasma treat-
ment (7 min at 2.5 mbar). Immediately following this
treatment, a poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene
sulfonate (PEDOT-PSS) solution is spin coated onto the
substrate with an acceleration rate of 10k rpm=s and
plateau at 3500 rpm for 40 s. The films are annealed at
150 °C for 15 min, resulting in a thickness of approximately
30 nm. After cooling, the photoactive films are made by
spin casting the solution on preheated substrates at 80 °C.
The acceleration rate used is 10k rpm=s, and the plateau
speed ranges from 300 to 3500 rpm to obtain the thickness
series. For both series, the Ca and Al cathodes are deposited
by evaporation whose thicknesses are assessed to be 10
and 150 nm, respectively. The evaporation is done in one
unique run so that variations in the electrode interface
energetics could be neglected. Each pixel area is assessed to
be 4.5 mm2.
The current density-voltage characteristics in Fig. 3 are
obtained using a calibrated (AM1.5, 100 mWcm−2) solar
simulator using a 150-W ozone-free xenon arc lamp
FIG. 7. Measured recombination rate krec function of carrier
concentrations at open circuit nOC for two DPP-TT-T − PC71BM
devices with an active-layer thickness in the range of 75 nm (open
circles) and 350 nm (open triangles). Both devices belong to the
same series with a high doping levelNA ¼ 7 × 1016 cm−3. If now
the recombination rate of the device d ¼ 350 nm is calculated
with the effective width wSCR of the space-charge region instead
of the total active-layer thickness, the recombination rate (solid
triangles) coincides with the thin undoped device.
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(Sciencetech 200 series) with a water-cooled IR filter. The
illumination is calibrated using a silicon photodiode. The
measurements are obtained with a Keithley 2400 source.
The voltage sweep is generally made from −1.5 to þ1 V
with steps of 10 mV. A summary of the performance of the
different devices used in this study is presented in the
Supplemental Material, Table SI [46].
CE/TPC/TPV.—Charge extraction at open circuit ena-
bles measurements ofΔn ¼ nlight − ndark, the excess carrier
concentration extracted from the active layer while at open
circuit under different illumination levels, i.e., different
photovoltages. The sweep out is performed by switching
to short circuit. The time length of each illumination is a
compromise between reaching a steady state and not
warming up the device being studied. Transient photo-
voltage is a small perturbation technique that measures the
decay of the perturbation of the photovoltage resulting from
the injection of a small amount of charges from a N2 dye
laser while the device is held at open-circuit conditions and
under constant background illumination. These two tech-
niques lead to the calculation of the recombination rate.
The details of the experimental setup and the method used
have been described elsewhere [43,69,85]. Charge extrac-
tion at short circuit has been presented previously [70].
These measurements are conducted while the samples are
in a sealed nitrogen chamber and at room temperature.
Corrected photocurrent.—To avoid overheating the
devices while measuring the J-V response at far reverse
bias between the dark and the light conditions, pulsed
measurements are used with the same LED ring as in the
charge-extraction experiment described above, made of 12
white 1 W (Lumileds Luxeon iii/start O) with the use of a
fast-switching metal oxide semiconductor field-effect tran-
sistor. The one-sun-equivalent illumination level is cali-
brated by matching the recorded short-circuit current JSC
and open-circuit voltage VOC obtained under the AM1.5
solar simulator described just above. The light on time is
approximately 2 ms to allow the steady state to be reached,
and we use a much longer off time. The voltage bias is
applied using a Keithley 2400 source-meter unit, and the
current is measured while reading the voltage across a
known resistance using a Tektronix TDS3032B with a
1-MΩ input impedance. This way, light response JlightðVÞ
and dark response JdarkðVÞ are measured alternatively at
different bias to calculate the corrected photocurrent
presented in this study [JphðVÞ ¼ JlightðVÞ − JdarkðVÞ].
Thickness measurements.—The thicknesses of the devi-
ces are measured using a Dektak profilometer precalibrated
using 100-nm gold deposited on a quartz-calibration
module. The deviation on the active-layer thickness,
depending on the spin speed used, is no more than 15%
and much lower for thin devices.
UV-vis spectrometer.—Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy
(UV-vis) spectra are obtained at room temperature on
devices in absorbance mode using a PerkinElmer Lambda
25 spectrometer. Calibration is done using an ITO
patterned on the glass substrate used in the device
fabrication. The scans are conducted from 350 to
1000 nm with scan speeds of 460 nm=min and a slit
width of 1 nm.
Impedance spectroscopy.—To measure the doping level
in our systems, Mott-Schottky analysis on thick devices has
been performed according to Ref. [53]. The measurement
of the capacitance is conducted between [−3 V; þ1 V]
with steps of 20 mVusing a Schlumberger SI 1260 at 1, 10,
and 100 kHz. During all the measurements, the devices are
kept in a nitrogen-sealed chamber.
Variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometry is performed
using a rotating polarizer GES5E ellipsometer with CCD
detection from SOPRALAB for blend films with three
different thicknesses on quartz. The complex refractive
indices are modeled by fitting the experimental data using
the standard critical point model of the dielectric function.
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